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Budget Android smartphone Samsung Galaxy A01BrandSamsungManufacturerSamsung ElectronicsSeriesA seriesModelSM-A015x (last letter varies depending on the carrier and international models) PredecessorSamsung Galaxy A10Successor A02 Samsung Galaxy Samsung Galaxy A02s Related Samsung Galaxy Samsung Galaxy A10E A01 core
Dimensions146.3Ã mm (5.76Ã a) H Ã 70.86 mm (2.790Ã a) W 8.34Ã mm (0.328Ã a) DMass151Ã g (5.3a oz) operating systemOriginal: Android One IU 10 with current core 2.0: Android 11 with One IU core 3.1System on chipQualcomm Snapdragon 439 (12 nm) CPUOcta-core (4x1.95 GHz Cortex-A53 and 4x1.45 GHz Cortex A53) GPUAdreno
505Memory2GB RAMStorage16GB or 32GB internal storageRemovable storageMicro SD (up to 512GB) Battery3000mAhCharging5WData inputsUSB-CDisplay5.7in PLS TFT LCD, 720x1560 camera13 HD + rear MP + 2 MPFront camera5 MPSAR 0.35 W / kg (head) 1.56 W / kg (body) Websitewww.samsung.com/us/mobile/phones/galaxy-a/galaxy-a01verizon-sm-a015vzkavzw / Refer ences [1] The 'Samsung Galaxy A01 is a budg et Android Smartphone by Samsung Electronics as part of its series A. The phone was announced in December 2019 and released in January 2020. The phone features a touchscreen display 5.7-inch 720p, a dual camera configuration, and comes with a user interface on
Android 2 10. [2] a similar device, Galaxy M01, was released in June 2020, which shares some features with the Galaxy A01. [3] Hardware Specifications The Samsung Galaxy A01 is equipped with a 5.7 in PLS TFT capacitive touchscreen with a resolution of 720 x 1520 (~ 294 ppi) and a Zusiphe aspect ratio of 19: 9. The same phone measures 146 , 3
from 70.86 to 8.34 mm (5.760Ã to Ã Ã Ã Ã 2.790Ã to 0.328Ã in) and weighs 151 grams (5.3a oz). The A01 is built with a front glass and a rear plastic part and the frame. E 'powered by Qualcomm Snapdragon 439 (12 nm), with an Octa-core (4x1.95 GHz Cortex-A53 & 4x1.45 GHz Cortex A53) CPU and a GPU Adreno 505. The phone can have 16 GB or
32 GB internal and 2 GB of random access memory memory. It can be expanded by using micro SD up to 512GB. The phone also includes a headphone jack 3.5 mm. It has a non-removable battery 3000mAh lithium-ion battery. [1] [4] [5] Cameras The Samsung Galaxy A01 has a configuration dual-camera arranged vertically on the left side of the phone
with the flash. The main camera has a wide angle lens 13 MP and the second is a depth of 2 MP sensor. The main camera can record video up to 1080p @ 30fps. A single 5MP front camera is present in a notch. Both the front facing camera can take high heat (Portrait) photo. [6] The history of the Samsung Galaxy A01 was announced December 17,
2019. It 'was released the following month, in January 2020 [1] See also Samsung Galaxy A10A Ã ¢ 2019 smartphone Samsung Galaxy A Series in a series of budget to mid-range Android smartphone in Samsung Galaxy series one UIA an overlay software by Samsung Electronics References ^ abc "Samsung Galaxy A01 - the phone Full specifications."
www.gsmarena.com. Retrieved 24/08/2020. ^ "Samsung Galaxy A01 specifications". Telephone arena. Recovered 2020-09-01. ^ "Samsung unveils Galaxy M01 as a galaxy M11 comes to India". Gsmenena.com. Retrieved 09/11/2020. ^ "Galaxy A01 (Verizon) phones - SM-A015VZKAVZW | Samsung United States." Samsung Electronics America.
Recovered 2020-09-01. ^ Khan, Sana. "Samsung Galaxy A01 - Full Specification, price, review, compare." Gizmochina. Recovered 2020-09-01. ^ "Samsung Galaxy A01: last price, complete specifications and Features | Samsung Galaxy A01 Smartphone Comparison, Review and Rating - Tech2 Gadgets". Tech2. Recovered 2020-09-01. Retrieved from "
Samsung Galaxy M ElectronicStypesmartphonesRelease DateFebruaryÃÃ, 2019; 2ã, years agoa (2019-02) System On a Chipexynos (2019Ã ¢) Qualcomm Snapdragon (2019Ã ¢) MediaTek (2020A) predecessorsamsung galaxy j series (2015-2019) The Samsung Galaxy M series is a line of online-exclusive budget exclusive Produced by Samsung
Electronics. The first models of the series, the Samsung Galaxy M10 and M20, were released the â €
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